
HOTELS

RESTAURANTS
Ticketless SMS Valet elevates the dining experience , ensuring diners leave 
with both a positive first and last impression of your eatery. With SMS Valet, 
restaurant guests drop off vehicles, receive a Welcome Text with a request link, 
then initiate the car retrieval process at meal’s end with just a few finger taps 
and no apps to download.

SHOPPING MALLS
Shoppers frustrated by the unavailability of parking spaces frequently abandon 
a trip altogether. But with ticketless SMS Valet, shoppers check their cars in 
with ease upon arrival and retrieve them by text when done, eliminating 
stressful parking experiences while ensuring more time is spent in stores.

Lost paper tickets and forgotten confirmation codes are relegated to the past 
with ticketless SMS Valet. Enhancing the stay experience by streamlining 
vehicle check-ins and requests, guests can forgo front desk and valet lines by 
requesting vehicles from their mobile devices, and choose to pay by phone or 
bill to their room.

RESIDENTIAL
Using window mounted XPRESS stickers or key chain tags, residents enjoy 
seamless, expedient check-ins and check-outs without waiting in line. Also 
included is advance requesting, support for multiple vehicles, self-purchase 
validations for guests and more. SMS Valet’s ticketless parking solutions enable 
a superior valet and concierge experience, providing luxury condominium 
residents with the attention and assistance they expect. 

COMMERCIAL
Optimizing executive suite and office building valet processes, SMS Valet 
technology improves the tenant experience. Window mounted XPRESS 
stickers or key chains allow for quick check-ins, and the Android and IOS 
compatible SMS Valet tenant app eliminates paper ticket validation and allows 
for up to 24-hour advance vehicle requests.

HOSPITALS
SMS Valet’s ticketless platform removes paper from the equation, eliminating 
bothersome validations and the anxiety of lost tickets, offering hassle-free 
check-ins and check-outs when needed most.

SMS Valet provides effortless streamlining of valet services in a variety of applications—
PARKING SIMPLICITY VIA A SIMPLE TEXT. 

how SMS Valet can improve operations and augment guest 
experiences, visit smsvalet.com today.

TO LEARN MORE 

Enrich the Guest Experience with 
SMS Valet

Valet parking is evolving. No longer just a luxury amenity, valet parking 
is emerging as a service necessary to many industries. And SMS Valet, 
the first ticketless valet system, simplifies and enhances valet 
operations with patent-pending technology.

https://www.smsvalet.com/

